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Ã‚Â Established in its first two editions as the standardÃ‚Â advanced pharmacotherapeutics text for

nurse practitioners, students, and physician assistants this completely revised and updated new

edition offers guidelines on prescribing drugs for over 50 common diseases and disorders.

Organized by disorder rather than drug classÃ‚Â this new editionÃ‚Â includes algorithms and case

studies that illustrate critical thinking aspects of prescribing, such as drug selection, lifespan

considerations, therapeutic drug monitoring, adverse reactions, unexpected outcomes, and when to

change therapy. The third edition includes coverage of pharmacogenomicsÃ‚Â andÃ‚Â travel

medicine.Ã‚Â  The section on Depressive Disorders discusses weaning patients from SSRIs and

changing from one medication to another.Ã‚Â  Switching from brand names to generics is dicussed

in various chapters.Make the right drug choices for your patients. Quick-access format, organized

by body system rather than drug class, helps you locate and identify the best drug for a range of

common conditions.Selecting the Most Appropriate Agent sections in each chapter contain

information on first-line, second-line, and third-line therapies, with rationales and an algorithm to

help you choose the right agent.Practical case studies, foodÃ¢â‚¬â€œdrug interactions, and

concerns related to the geriatric client enhance your clinical judgment and promote safe and

effective prescribing choices.Current national treatment protocols and other guidelines help you

refine drug selection, treat patients across the lifespan, accurately monitor drug therapy, avoid

adverse reactions, and know what to do when front-line therapy fails to produce results.NEW to the

Third Edition . . . Chapter on Pharmacogenomics that discusses the promises and pitfalls of this

burgeoning area of study, from potential research and clinical applications to the importance of

protecting patientsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ genetic information from misuseTravel Medicine chapter that includes

information on vaccinations, altitude sickness, and jet lag; advice for travelers with diabetes, those

with cardiovascular or pulmonary conditions, and pregnant travelers; information about bedbugs,

travelerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s diarrhea, malaria, and yellow fever; and moreReorganization of contents to

group chapters concerning womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s health issues into a new WomenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Health

sectionNew focus on switching from brand-name to generic drugs in various chapters
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The content of the book is as expected, but I am highly frustrated at the charts and tables. The print

on the charts/ tables are too small to read and when you try to enlarge the print, the letters appear

really fuzzy. So basically, the charts and tables are useless. I wish I purchased the actual textbook

rather than the kindle version. Kindle really needs to fix this because it is a terrible inconvenience for

students! So I give poor reviews and do not recommend this kindle book to anyone...just buy the

actual textbook!

I have to use this book for my Advanced Pharm course - I read the reviews before and decided to

RENT instead of purchase. Glad I did, yes the book contradicts itself and it also gives false

information. Example on page 267: Mechanism of Action of ACE & ARBs: "Blocking the production

of angiotensin II results in reduced vasoconstriction and sodium and water retention." As a student, I

don't like worrying is this right? And I especially don't have time to double check the book to make

sure what is written is correct.

Some contradictions in readings. No pictures. Plan text - it's either blue or black. It needs editing

again for the 4th edition and addition pictures or add some color into the charts. And at one point

they were referencing something that should've been including in the book but wasn't - I bought it

new. The diabetes chapter is outdated. There other flaws and I get it with a pharm book it's hard to

have the latest info but if you're in the pharmacology book making business then do your job. My

recs for new edition - more color, fix the contradictory info ASAP (maybe even create a corrections

page online), and update update update!!! Or at least put a resource online for those who have

purchased to get the new updates chapters.



The box and the book were delivered wet. I thought it would be salvageable but while it is readable,

it is noticeably water damaged. Now that the pages have dried they are crinkled. My classes have

started already and while I want to return it, I also need it for the courses. It puts me in a dilemma.

Returning the book and waiting for the replacement will put me behind in my studies. But I also do

not want to keep a book that I will have to sell back cheaper because of damage I did not cause.

Very disappointed.update:This is a review of the replacement of damaged items and not on the

books themselves. I received the replacements even before I returned the damaged books. No

interference with my studies. I am very grateful and 100% satisfied with 's customer service. Thank

you !

This book is poorly written. I am using it for my masters program and it failed to go into as much

detail as even my undergrad pharmacology book did. Disappointed with this book.

There are not many books from NP school that I wanted to keep, but this is an exception. This book

breaks topics down for you so that you can effectively understand pharm. therapy. This book should

be in every NPs reference library.

the book itself is a good pharm book.But the e version sucks: Horrible lay out.Difficult to read: the

physical font in the e-version is terrible.There are tables of drug classes that are literally unreadable

- the font size won't change.I don't know how they converted this text book into an e book, but it

didn't work.Buy the paper copy -

Great product
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